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Preparing Florida High School Students for 
Bachelor’s Degree-Level STEM Majors 

How teachers, counselors and school and district leaders 
are making things better







How can we talk students into signing up for
physics, chemistry and calculus?

Bay District provides some insights.



Physics enrollment rates for Florida districts
Fall 2018



In 2015, a member of the Bay County School Board, Ginger 
Littleton, realized they had a problem and asked for help.  

We then we listened to teachers, counselors and leaders



Guidance counselors at Mosley HS change the
school’s trajectory

Mosley High School counselors Laura Evans and Sharon Hofer 
decided that the status quo (six physics students at the 1,500-
student school in Fall 2015, and low 
enrollments in chemistry, precalculus
and calculus courses) was unacceptable.

In the fall of 2015, they asked me to talk 
with parents to provide them with
college-level backup.

I was skeptical.  And I was wrong to be 
skeptical.



Case study:  Bay County’s Mosley High School

In 2015-16, Mosley High School had 1,600 students, 
but only:

• 6 registered in physics
• 151 registered in chemistry
• 32 registered in calculus

By Fall 2018:

• 173 registered in physics
• 319 registered in chemistry
• 68 registered in calculus



A more rigorous experiment on the importance
of parent outreach for STEM career prep

In 2007, the Wisconsin Study of Families and Work began an experiment 
on parent outreach using brochures and a web site.  

In 2012, they announced that the experiment had resulted in a dramatic 
increase in course-taking of advanced math and science courses in high 
school.

In 2017, they announced that the effect had persisted through college and 
had resulted in a dramatically higher rate of bachelor’s-level STEM
careers.



In December of 2015, two of Bay County’s high
school physics teachers told me they
didn’t know enough electricity and 
magnetism to teach it.  

So during each of the summers 
of 2016 and 2017, we spent six 
Wednesdays (6 hours each meeting) 
in a conference room in the Panama 
City Courtyard Inn working through 
studio-style electricity and 
magnetism exercises.

In 2017-18, 9 of 11 of Rachel Morris’ IB Physics 2 students at Bay 
County’s Rutherford High School passed the exam for that course.



During the summer session in 2016, the teachers
I was working with said they didn’t have 
the lab equipment they needed to teach
mechanics effectively.  So FSU President
John Thrasher came up with $40,000 to
solve that problem.  



Ginger Littleton decided we needed a way to reach a 
broad population of parents before their students 
reached high school.  So we have held “Future 
Physicists of Florida” induction ceremonies 
for middle school students who take Algebra 1.



The FSU-PC CENTAUR Nuclear Medicine and 
Science Camp



Teacher Workshop on Physics and Dance 
featuring dance and physics faculty 
from Santa Clara University 
(June 21-22, 2019) 



What does it take to improve the preparation of
high school students for bachelor’s degree-level
majors in engineering, physical sciences, computing and 
life and health sciences in a durable way?

All constituencies at all 
levels – parents, teachers,
counselors, school level 
administrators, 
superintendent and school 
board members – have to 
buy into the idea of more 
rigor in math and science.



Orange County Public Schools wants to improve preparation of 
students from all backgrounds for college STEM majors.  

The district’s Calculus Project is a big step in that direction.  

But what about improving preparation in science?



Orange County wants to improve the preparation of students 
from all backgrounds for college STEM majors.

Getting started with students…  

OCPS Middle School Visit to FSU
April 23, 2019



…and teachers…  



…and getting to know a few of Orange County’s teaching stars…



…recruiting teachers from FSU’s (and UCF’s) content departments…



…and getting to work with remarkable individuals along the way…



Thank you!

Questions?



High school physics 
correlated with STEM
bachelor’s degree 
attainment

Tyson et al., JESPAR 12, 
243-270 (2007)

Quoted in White and 
Cottle, Phys. Teach. 49,
418-420 (2011)



High school calculus 
correlated with STEM
bachelor’s degree 
attainment

Tyson et al., JESPAR 12, 
243-270 (2007)

Quoted in White and 
Cottle, Phys. Teach. 49,
418-420 (2011)



Taking high 
school physics
correlated with 
success in 
college physics

HS bio
HS chem
HS phys
HS calculus

Sadler and Tai, 
Science 317, 457-
458 (2007)



High school physics preparation affects college 
physics performance

Bottom line:  Students without high school physics average 
a letter grade lower than those with high school physics.

“Demographic gaps or preparation gaps?: The large impact of incoming 
preparation on performance of students in introductory physics”, Salehi, 
Burkholder, Lepage, Pollock and Wieman, Phys. Rev. PER 15, 020114 (2019).

“The two high-school pillars supporting college science”, Sadler and Tai, 
Science 317, 457 (2007).

“Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Pathways: 
High School Science and Math Coursework and Postsecondary Degree 
Attainment”, Tyson, Lee, Borman and Hanson, Journal of Education for 
Students Placed at Risk 12, 243 (2007).



FSU’s Studio Physics 
Program – evidence-based 
hands-on learning since 
2008
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